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2018 Chapter Couple of the year
Congratulations
Russ & Marsha Tell

Shepherds Stories

Dennis Irvin & Donna McCullough
Chapter Directors
acdiachapa@gmail.com.
We had a pretty small group at this month’s get together. Those of you who could not make it, we missed you.
We didn’t have a lot to go over. I put out some dates of events going on at other chapters for the next couple of months. Please
consider going out and visiting some of our sister chapters and participating in some of their events. Good way to see the state
and meet some old friends and make new ones. You can go to each chapter’s website or Facebook page and get information
or you can visit the Districts sites and get this information all in one spot.
For us, we have a dinner we are providing for the Ronald McDonald house on the 4th and our support for them continues. Save
up those toiletries and pop tabs. If you are into making blankets and hats for the kids, feel free to do so. We’ll be arranging
another visit day. If you wish to drop off pop tabs, they have a receptacle inside the entrance door so you can just stop and drop
them and head back out.
Looking into a sleigh ride on the 8th. More on that coming. We need to have enough participation so we’ll see how many wish
to participate and go from there. Weather also plays a factor into this. There has to be enough of a snow base to make it work.
Keep an eye on the chapter page for upcoming events.
We have our holiday events coming up and we hope that we can see you all for some fun times and good food.
Happy Thanksgiving to everyone. We hope you get to spend time with family and friends and enjoy the season.
Until we see you again, take care.

Dennis & Donna
Directors Chapter A
Des Moines, IA
GWRRA moto “Friends for Fun, Safety and Knowledge”.

Sheep Outriders

Dave & Diane Tingle
Assistant Chapter Shepherds
dtingle2@gmail.com
dave.tingle23@gmail.com
The planning committee for the next year's calendar has meant and will have a lot of great rides planned. If you have any other
ideas for a ride please let Dennis or Donna or Dave or Diane know and we will put those ideas on the calendar.
December is always a busy time of the year, but the BlackSheep has our Christmas party on December 15th. On December
4th is when we go to the Ronald McDonald house to prepare the dinner meal for the guests. We need to be there at 4:00pm.
Make sure to go to the website to see the events and the calendar.
We wish all our Motorcycle family and Blessed and Merry Christmas.

Friends for Fun, Safety, and Knowledge
Dave & Diane Tingle
Assistant Chapter A Director

Melissa Catron
RMH Coordinator
tazmom1988@yahoo.com

On December 4, 2018 we will be doing the dinner for the Ronald Mc Donald House at 1441 Pleasant
Street at 3 PM.
Marsha Peterson-Tell has put together the list of items that are needed for the dinner and if you want to
purchase items or donate money for the dinner, Marsha will be collecting the money at are next G2G
meeting on December 1st.
Here is the list of items that need to be purchased:
8 bags of Dole Premium Caesar Salad kits
6 loaves of Vienna Bread
8 packages of Birdseye Steam fresh Broccoli
4 party size Stouffer’s Lasagna
6 family sixe Stouffer’s Macaroni and Cheese
2 bags, any flavor, bag full of cookies
If you have any questions or not able to make the December 1st meeting you can contact me I will
make arrangements to meet you to pick up the items.
My phone numbers is 515-689-4695 or email me at tazmom1988@yahoo.com
Thank you for your support,
Melissa

RAMS Trails

Tim Pherigo contact for the RAMs
RAM Rod
TIMPHERIGO2@msn.com

Tim Pherigo

Ram Wisdom

Greg Hayes
Iowa District Educator
515.229.1597
hayeswing@gmail.com

Since this article gets distributed through the chapter newsletters and each chapter has a different schedule for when they send
out their newsletters, my topic this month may seem out of date. But, as I am writing this Thanksgiving is just over a week away
so that is where my thoughts are. This is my “give thanks” article. Though it may be inspired by Thanksgiving, giving thanks is
really appropriate every day of the year.
I am thankful for having another safe riding season, for the riding I do with my friends, for their safe riding, for the number of
friends I have met through GWRRA, for the opportunity to serve GWRRA, for all the volunteers that help GWRRA to be the
great organization that it is. I am grateful for our members who have provided support to people in our group that are dealing
with a variety of issues. I am very thankful for the people who have served our country and who protect or assist our
communities, often with great personal sacrifice. I am thankful for people who do volunteer work to make our communities
better. I am thankful for living in this great country. I am thankful for having a great family, for there is nothing more important
than having people that you love. And I want to thank each of you for your support of your chapter, our district and for our whole
organization, making it all fun. There are so many things for which to be thankful.

Since riding season has pretty much wrapped up I want to wish everyone to stay safe even when not riding. I made my monthly
trip to Cedar Rapids today and passed by several vehicular accidents. The worst was a four car accident that was just short of
where a semi was parked along the shoulder due some mechanical problem and had the orange triangular signs behind it. I am
guessing that maybe a couple of the cars were in driving in the left lane and when one of the cars in the right lane was moving
over to the left, as they should because of the truck pulled over along the side of the road, that they may have failed to check
their blind spot before changing lanes, hitting the car in the left lane and causing the cars behind, that were probably driving too
close, to hit each other. This is my guess but it seems a likely scenario. If so, it is easy to see how this could have been
prevented.

Ram Wisdom
Cont:

Greg Hayes
Iowa District Educator
515.229.1597
hayeswing@gmail.com
Then, on my way home on I-80, two cars in front of me made a normal pass on the left of a truck. As they moved back to the
right lane the second car kept moving further right onto the right shoulder before hitting a guardrail scraping the side of her car.
She almost lost control of her car but recovered. As I passed her I could tell how shook up she was. Her eyes wide open, hair
seemed to be frizzed out like in a cartoon, and fear on her face. Was she distracted by something like her phone, under the
influence or maybe falling asleep? I have no idea but all are possibilities. I was worried that she might over-correct her steering
and come over to hit me.
There are so many things that can happen to us when driving. It just shocked me seeing these as well passing another 2 car
accident, seeing a deer in the middle of the road that had been hit, and seeing a semi that had drove off the highway and ended
up in a field. It isn’t even winter conditions yet! It was just a nice sunny day.
My message is that we never know what is going to happen when we are riding 2 or 3 or 4 or more wheels. However, it can be
simple mistakes that we make that can cause bad things to happen. Just a second or two of letting our guard down can have
bad consequences. It takes constant vigilance to stay safe. Complacency and over confidence are going to lead to trouble.
Enough of the downer stuff. I am wishing all of you a safe and happy holiday season.
Wishing you safe travels,

Greg Hayes
Iowa District Educator, GWRRA
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